Biology
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu
Week of March 23 – 27
B.4C Compare the structures of viruses to cells, describe viral reproduction, and describe the role of viruses in causing diseases such as
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and influenza.

Directions:

Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe.

Labs / Math activity

Main idea / Reading

Writing

Research
What ways do you think the following viruses are
transmitted (air borne, blood borne, mosquito bite,
animal bite, or contaminated food/water)?
Covid 19 __________
West Nile Virus____________
Rabies____________
Influenza________
Swine Flu___________

Write a short passage answering these
questions.

Download and read this passage
about viruses and answer the
questions that follow.
https://drive.google.com/open?
id=11_n8D1bDtin5xXc4aeAZsijn6
b0WHZvH

Hepatitis A______

What are some differences between viruses
and bacteria?
Can bacterial and viral infections be treated
the same way? Why or why not?
Is it a good idea to use antibacterial soap for
a viral infection? Why or why not?

Choose one , research online and document their
patterns of exposure and transmittance.

Build a Pathogen
You compare unicellular bacteria to viruses by
building cells. Use raw materials such as foam
paper or felt: cell wall, protein coat, DNA, RNA,
mitochondria, ER, Golgi bodies, lysosomes, and
ribosomes. Build both a bacterium and a virus.
Save pictures of your results. Discuss potential
challenges a virus might face because of its
reduced morphology.

In March of 2014, the Ebola virus began to spread
quickly in the West African countries of Sierra
Leone, Senegal, Liberia, Guinea, and Nigeria. The
virus known as Hemorrhagic Fever is spread
through contact with skin and body fluids of
infected individuals or animals.

1. Create a data table and calculate the percent of
those infected who have died from the disease on
a monthly basis.
2. Create a scatter plot showing this data
3. Write how this outbreak compares to the
current one.

Viruses have been in the news a lot
lately, from Covid –19, to the West
Nile virus, to H1N1, to the bird flu.
But, what exactly is a virus, and why
is there such concern over the
spread of these pathogens?
Read this article from the CDC on
Covid-19
https://www.cdc.gov/
coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

Not all stories of diseases are
apocalyptic. Read this excerpt
from Gabriel Garcia Marquez
Novel—Love in the Time of
Cholera and write a short
review. Would you continue
reading the story? Why or why
not?
https://www.npr.org/books/
titles/156570306/love-in-the-timeof-cholera#excerpt

Write a letter to your younger self why
it is important to take and pay attention
in science class, specifically Biology
class. In your letter cite specific
examples as to why learning about
Biology is important and what you have
learned from Biology that will help you
with the current circumstances.

Think
Your throat starts to hurt, your body aches,
and suddenly you have a high fever. You
realize that you have been infected by some
sort of pathogen, or disease-causing agent.
Treatment depends on the origin of the
infection. If a bacterial infection occurs, an
antibiotic would stop the symptoms
of the illness as the antibiotic would kill the
bacteria. There are no cures for viral
infections. Usually once infected with a
virus, only the symptoms may be treated,
though some treatments for viral infections
like HIV are available (AZT). Your best
defense against a viral infection is good
hand washing habits. Soap and warm water
will wash most viruses off of your skin
before they enter your body. Write
Explain why it is difficult to halt the spread
of viruses and what you can do at home.

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206

Biology
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu
Weeks of March 30—April 10
B.10A Describe the interactions that occur among systems that perform the functions of regulation, nutrient absorption, reproduction,
and defense from injury or illness in animals.

Directions:

Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe.

Labs / Math activity

Main Idea / Reading

Writing

Food and Water

TED TALK

Download and read this passage on Food
intake and water balance. Answer the
questions that follow.

Watch this video on TEdEd. https://
ed.ted.com/lessons/how-does-your-bodyknow-you-re-full-hilary-coller

Interactions
An animal’s body consists of organs and
systems that are unified and interact to
conduct the functions of life. Although
each body system has specific functions,
they are all interconnected and
dependent on one another.
1. Start with the food you ate for
breakfast, describe how each of the
functions listed benefits from it.

https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1BQWR2D3wmF3zjEZHH-urjqSzIgq87I3

2. Create a graphic organizer showing
how each system interacts with the

Write down a short reply to her prompt:
If food was scarce during most of
evolution, why did we evolve
mechanisms to sense satiety?

Graphic Organizer
1.

What does the term regulation mean
and, how does it relate to
homeostasis?
2.

3.

The three dogs in the photos have the same
parents, were born in the same litter, and yet
their coats are various colors.

How does the endocrine system
assist in the process of regulation?
Describe this in general terms, then
cite a specific example.

Write
Explain the process of sexual reproduction in
animals and include how diversity
is created among them.

On a separate sheet of paper, sketch
and label a feedback loop diagram
for a specific example of
thermoregulation.

System Interactions to Assist the Body
How does the organization of interacting
systems provide specific functions for
multicellular organisms? Cut out the two
sets of cards on pages 2 and 3. Some of
the systems interact to defend against
injury, others interact to defend against
illness. Match the systems with their
description by matching the solution to
the quadratic equation associated with
each biological level of organization.
Show all work. Write the system and its
matching functions in the correct table,
based on how they aid the body.

Use this link for the questions.

Examine the picture of the two animals
below.

Johnson and Johnson
Read this article about Johnson and
Johnson’s project to fight Type 1
Diabetes and answer the questions. Are
you or someone you know affected by
diabetes? Discuss it with someone in
your family.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s24BzFFc8VrrRP_IFiOMw9wCj8JKcUd

Identify at least four body systems that are
coordinating to enable these rams to
compete during mating season. Explain how
each system contributes to the organism’s
actions, and how each system relates to the
others.

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206

MS Biology
Choice Menu
Weeks of April 13—24
B8.B Categorize organisms using a hierarchical classification system based on similarities and differences shared among groups.

Directions:

Start reading the center square, then choose 2-3 boxes to make a tic tac toe.

Labs / Math activity

Main idea / Reading

Writing

Creative Writing!

Reading passage

Journal entry

You are an explorer on an exhibition to
South America to document new
species of plants in hopes of finding
cures to diseases. Create a weeks
worth of diary entries documenting
your trip. Be creative and have
something happen at lease one day.

Read a short passage about new species here at
this link.

Calculate it!

Main Idea

Solve a system of equations and use a
Dichotomous Key to determine the
scientific name of the animals.

Large amounts of information can be organized
and classified using dichotomous keys. These
keys rely on binomial classification of the distinct
structures and characteristics of plants and
animals to identify organisms.

https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1GqzPJmORZkGlNhYlR7PIvZfB2wlZ6PK

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LaCmSEeebAxvKzARmauUvE5GVD63Rqz/view?
usp=sharing
And answer the questions that follow.

Populations and species demonstrate unique
variations. Scientists use dichotomous keys as a
tool to classify and identify organisms based on
their traits and structures.

Look in and around your house for one
species of plant or animal. Write for at
least 10 minutes about its name, where did
it come from? What is it’s common name?
What is it’s scientific name? Look it up if
you can.

Solve it!
Work on the mystery of the murder of Mr.
William DaVictim. Download the Mystery
here.

Get your reference sheet here that you will
turn in.

Careful examination of the structures of animals
and plants reveals distinct characteristics that
can be used to classify and identify different
species.
How can dichotomous keys be used to classify
organisms?

Build it!
Build a dichotomous key to organize
the spices in your kitchen, or food in
your pantry. Write it out and see if
your key can be used by your family
members to determine where certain
things belong. Record your data in a
table and be prepared to share it.

What are the characteristics of a dichotomous
key and how do you use it?
Read an article
Find an article on any media platform about
finding a new species. Write a review and
explain what you learned.

Write an article
You have discovered a new species of
animal. Write how you know it is new and
discuss the use of the tools you would use.

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206

MS Biology
Choice Menu
Weeks of April 27—May 8
B.12B Compare variations and adaptations of organisms in different ecosystems.

B.12E Describe how environmental change can impact ecosystem stability.

Directions: Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe.

Labs / Math activity

Main idea / Reading

Writing

Do it!

Reading passage

Journal entry

Mark Watney was nearly killed by a
dust storm on Mars and was
abandoned by his crew who thought
him dead. Now he’s all alone with no
way of letting Earth know he’s alive,
which doesn’t matter because his
supplies would run out before they’d
get there. Either way, the environment
or human error will likely kill him first.
Not giving in, Mark works to survive,
battling obstacle after obstacle, but will
it be enough?

Write for 5—10 minutes about life
in a quarantine house. How does
this equate to life in a biome? What
are the biotic and abiotic factors
you need in your house to survive?

Create a biome chart for three distinct biomes. One can
be your house.
Use this info in the chart.

General Climate Factors Abiotic features of the biome
(soil type, geology or landforms, water resources)
Biodiversity of the biome (the organisms commonly
found there)

Describe the biome that Mark Watney
is living in on Mars. What would he
need to make it more of an ecosystem?

Calculate it!

Main Idea

Creative writing

Environments contain a balance of
interdependent abiotic and biotic
factors; organisms rely on natural
resources and each other for survival.
Changes in the availability of resources
in the environment can affect its
stability, or change the equilibrium
between populations in that
ecosystem.

Imagine that you are trapped on a
deserted Island like Robinson
Crusoe, what biotic and abiotic
factors would you need to survive?
Write a diary tracking your
adventures gathering the items on
the island that you need and why
you chose them.

How does the balance of abiotic and
biotic factors impact the stability of an
ecosystem?

Build it!

Read an article

Write an article

Build a micro biome terrarium out of objects in your
home. Once built, go outside and find some
environmental components to add to your terrarium. If
it was going to last, what would it need? Make a data
table and track the progress of it and record the
quantities of organisms living in it on a daily basis.

Watch the news, or read an article
online about stay at home
quarantining. How does this affect the
ecosystem elements outside your
home? Write a summary of the story
you read.

You have been tasked to write a
how-to article for a magazine. The
article is about taking care of a pet.
Write about the needs of the pet
and how you would provide for all
their needs.

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206

Biology
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu
Weeks of May 11– 22
B.9A Compare the functions of different types of biomolecules, including carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids.

Directions: Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe.

Labs / Math activity

Main Idea / Reading

Writing

Do it!

Reading passage

Journal entry

Read this passage about
biomolecules

Answer the questions that
follow and turn those
questions in.

Record what you eat in a day, and
at the end of the day tabulate
your total consumption of
biomolecules (fats, carbs,
proteins) Did you meet your
recommended daily allowance
(RDA)? Write about what you
could add or take away to meet
your RDA.

Calculate it!

Main Idea

Creative writing

1. On a typical Saturday, a college student might eat the three
meals above. How many calories of the diet come from fat?
carbohydrates? protein? 2. What percentage of the calories
in the diet above comes from fat? carbohydrates? protein? 3.
Most people do not eat just one slice of pizza. If instead of
eating one slice of pizza, the student ate three slices of pizza,
how would the answer to question 2 change?

Biomolecules are molecules
produced by living organisms.
They include large, polymeric
molecules and small, monomeric
molecules. Biomolecules serve
specific purposes in cells and are
characterized by their unique
chemical structures and
functions.

Imagine you are writing a short
story about the life of a cell in the
digestive system that has sort the
macromolecules from the food
that was just eaten. Describe a
day in the life of that cell and
what he goes through.

1. What percentage of a healthy diet could include added
sugar? 2. If a can of soda contains 39 grams of sugar and a
gram of sugar contains 4 calories, how many calories from
sugar does a can of soda contain? 3. Can a 16-year-old boy
consume a can of energy drink as part of his 2,200 calories
and be within in the USDA guidelines for added sugar
consumption? Show your math.

https://drive.google.com/
open?id=1uaLzQgcRUL-uGBgU4mDCCmKAnOj1tCU

What are the different types of
biomolecules?
What are the functions of each
biomolecule?

Build it!
Build models of all four types of macromolecules out of
items you have at home and take a picture of them.
Describe the models in addition to the pictures.

Read an article
Read any article about
nutrition and write a review.
Be sure to cite your source.

Write an article
Write an article for a health food
magazine discussing the
macromolecules and their

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206

